
Emma prefers guided tours.

Tom prefers to ride on your own.

Emma and Tom are two knowledgeable 
and competent road cyclists.

They often go on tours around the world 
with thier club members.

They're always looking for new places 
where to ride their bikes.



Tom: << Yes, I've also heard that it is an 
area particularly suitable for cycling: it 
offers you the possibility to lengthen or 
shorten your rides according to your 
fitness level.
But, what have you understood in 
particular ? >>

Emma: << I came across this site, surfing 
the web: Lakes Northern Italy Bike Tours.
It is truly packed with information!
You've probably never heard of it, but it 
seems that around the Swiss-Italian lakes 
there are both several excellent climbs 
and undulating routes away from 
traffic.
We and our club members have never been 
there in that area. 
I would be tempted to explore it.       What 
do you think if we talk about it a bit ? >>



Tom: << In truth, I would like to go there 
too, but I love to arrange the rides on my 
own. 
You know I have all my personal sources to 
get info and find my way. 
It is only a matter of time and method. 
In my opinion the arrangements of my 
tours are a part of the fun.
I've been doing it for years for our club 
members. >>

Emma: << They offer guided group 
tours and private tours based on two 
hotels. 
Weeklong or shorter tours, and daily 
rides on your own as well.
I'd like a guided tour. 
I hate the thought of losing my way. >>



Tom: << All right, all right! 
But I'd also prefer to pay attention to 
costs, to be independent and self reliant. 
A lot of club members think like me. >>

Emma: << Yeah, … your methods for 
riding without others' help ... 
How many times we took the wrong roads, 
or we rode for kms in traffic ...
No way! I'm on holiday and I want to enjoy 
it.
I want to make easy  and smooth what 
I love without all the hassles of 
spending hours searching for safe and 
enjoyble cycling routes.
Let the locals do it. 
They know the roads like the back of their 
hands. >>



Tom: << Ah, interesting! 
So we all can agree, both people who think 
like you and people who think like me. >>

Emma: << If you independently want to 
ride your bike around, I have also read that 
the two hotels offer a mini website to 
the guests. 
You can find a series of routes that start 
right from the hotels (description, 
routes, elevation gains, gpx files). 
So you can relax and enjoy the ride, 
without having to do a lot of research on 
your own! 
You can also find other practical info 
regarding the Italian-Swiss Lake District in 
the web page Cycling Resources of the 
site LNIBT. >>


